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Aboriginal Women in Australia’s
Travelling Shows, 1930s–1950s
Shadows and Suggestions
Kathryn Hunter

Only a small amount of evidence survives about the performances of
Aboriginal women in “leg shows” or strip-tease shows in the first half of
the twentieth century. These women are doubly invisible in the historical record because of their indigeneity and as performers in traveling
(and hence transitory and ephemeral) sideshows. The performances of
Aboriginal women, however, add to current debates and interrogations of
the connections between mobility and modernity for Indigenous women.
This article argues that Aboriginal women’s performances in leg shows,
while complicated by disguise and theatricality, as well as by a colonial
history of sexual exploitation, must be considered as engagements with
modernity.

I

n the 1940s, three Aboriginal sisters, Iris, Inez, and Phemia Lovett, travelled with touring sideshows throughout eastern Australia. Inez and
Phemia worked as ticket-sellers, on the fairy floss stall and they performed
on the “line-up” boards attracting customers to shows staged in tents. As
she described in her autobiography, Iris was a performer: “I worked the
spike box which was a box with spikes that come through the front of the
door when it was wound by an Indian in a caftan and turban… The people
thought it was real especially when the tomato juice that looked like blood
would run down the spikes.”1 Iris’s brief recounting of her time, and that
of her sisters, as “showies” is in stark contrast to both the remainder of her
life, which was dedicated to civil rights activism on the part of her people,
and to autobiographies of other Aboriginal women whose youth was spent
confined in domestic service or rural labor in miserable conditions.2 As such,
Iris mentions the seven years she spent on the show circuit only briefly
in her story and focused most of her attention in the chapter on the other
Aboriginal performers she met who were mainly boxers and roughriders.
Iris’s marginalization of her participation in the shows mirrors the
position of sideshows generally. In eastern Australia, touring sideshows
travelled according to the calendar of Agricultural Society annual shows
(what in the American tradition are called “fairs”). Agricultural shows were
well established in Australia by the early twentieth century. They represented progress, colonial success, and rural modernity, providing displays
of farming life and skills ranging from horse events and livestock competi© 2014 Journal of Women’s History, Vol. 26 No. 4, 37–59.
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tions to displays of baking and domestic arts. Away from this central forum
were the sideshows: smaller, less orthodox and socially acceptable displays
that were nonetheless enormously entertaining. Describing the sideshows
at a provincial show in 1931, a reporter for the Brisbane Courier remarked
that “proprietors of these mysteries, like Arabs, crept up in the night, and
in the morning a mushroom crop of multi-coloured tents set palpitating
the hearts of youngsters.”3 Sideshows were regarded as mysterious, exotic,
nomadic, and spatially as well as socially outside of the mainstream. Part
of their extraordinary character was that they were multi-racial spaces both
in the composition of the acts and in their audiences with Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal performers combining with entertainers from China, Africa,
and America.4 The Queenslander illustrated newspaper in 1929 described “the
merry land of the sideshows” at the Brisbane Exhibition featuring boxing
troupes, midgets, the “Tagalog Fire Dancers,” glass blowers, and the “fat
girl who weighs 40 stone—and she looks it.”5 The reporter admitted he had
“not mentioned all the queer shows in Side-show Land, but you will see
what a bright and happy place it is.” Beyond even the newspaper’s notice
were other features of the shows: from the late 1920s, boxing tents were occasionally mentioned in newspapers, but beside them, the “leg show” was
invisible in reporting. 6 Inside the leg-show tent, young women performed
a wide variety of burlesque acts: the Eastern Snake Girl, Vanessa the Undresser, Fifi from Tahiti, and many others now lost to the historical record.
Most of the performers, too, are invisible to historians. As will be shown
below, there is evidence in the reminiscences of show people themselves
(called “showies” in Australia) as well as through autobiographies and oral
histories, that several of them were Aboriginal women.
The intersection of sideshows with Agricultural Society shows was
an intriguing mix of the orientalist and nomadic associations of one with
the modern and progressive overtones of the other. While historians have
emphasized the importance of mobility to modernity and the consolidation
of the nation as a geographical place, the racialized spaces of shows in the
colonial setting of southeastern Australia celebrated settlement as the core
of modern nation-building.7 Despite their mobility—and indeed partly
because of it—indigenous performers from Asia, Africa, and the Pacific
Islands were excluded from the nation through the legislative framework
colloquially known as the “White Australia Policy” that denied them the
franchise and participation in the welfare state. Aboriginal performers
were excluded from the legal nation as non-citizens, as well as from the
“agrarian nation” represented at agricultural shows by their status as the
dispossessed. It is apparent, too, that show people generally were excluded
from the “respectable” nation because of their peripatetic lifestyle; they
were regarded as vulgar, “low,” and inappropriate entertainment for the
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middle class.8 Historians have conversely regarded Aboriginal women as
excluded from modernity and the nation by the restrictions imposed upon
them by the state through the various surveillance systems devised by
governments. Aboriginal women’s “very immobility,” Angela Woollacott
has argued for example, “was a signal characteristic of their straits in these
decades…their movement was tightly constrained.”9 The missions, reserves,
and the states’ various Aborigines Boards indeed were all structures that
Philip Deloria refers to as representing “the colonial dream of fixity” for
indigenous people.10 There were fine and fragile lines between the citizens’
right to freedom of movement, movement and travel enabled by modern
and modernizing transport, and wandering or nomadism.
This paradox of mobility and modernity for Aboriginal women is complicated further by the importance of sideshows as sites of performance of
gender and race. The visual culture within which such performances took
place in Australia shared some characteristics with other colonial regimes.
The display of Australian indigenous bodies, in ethnographic congresses
and touring troupes, with varying degrees of consent, served as proof of
otherness, a terrain “on which battles for truth, value, and power are fought
out.”11 Indeed, much of the display of Aboriginal men’s bodies and skills in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was to assert the “truth” of
a dying race, and performances of traditional skills were exhibited within
a “dramaturgy of power that first exhibits what it ‘consigns to oblivion.’”12
The display of Aboriginal women’s bodies could be more complex and
contradictory. Scholars of Aboriginal representation have generally agreed
on the strength of the impressions of early European visitors to the Pacific in
shaping on-going European fantasies of race.13 The historian Liz Conor has
argued, for example, the “significatory [sic] scene of Australian colonialism”
was framed both by the noble and ignoble savage, but also by the importance
of “race typologies within the idea of feminine beauty.”14 The “native belle”
was easily applied to women of what is commonly referred to as Polynesia,
but was slow to emerge in Australia. Indeed, on the occasions Aboriginal
women were portrayed as belles, their beauty was strictly associated with
“her assimilation to European standards of Christian propriety.”15 Aboriginal women more commonly appeared as part of ethnographic dioramas in
which the display of “primitive” native bodies was given the sanction of
science. The historian Lynette Russell has argued that women especially
were almost always represented as sitting on the ground, emphasizing
ideas of low status, passivity, and association with dirt and nature.16 In this
way, the visual culture of Aboriginality in Australia had developed in ways
significantly different to those in other colonial and imperial settings. Such
scholars as the postcolonial theorists Sander Gilman and Sandra Ponzanesi
have demonstrated that primitivism, sexual lasciviousness, compliance,
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and docility were all strong tropes that developed in art and photography
around certain colonized groups, especially African, African American, and
some Pacific Islands women. 17 In contrast, Australian Aboriginal women
were depicted in ways that emphasized, first and foremost, the decline and
“inevitable” extinction of their race.
All of these factors—the exclusions from modernity and the nation,
women’s mobility and the specific context of visual culture—go some way
to explain why Aboriginal women as performers are visible only in partial
and tantalizing ways. In particular, snatches of sentences, passing remarks,
and occasional stories reveal glimpses, suggestions, and flashes of revelation
about Aboriginal women in the leg shows. It is unsurprising that evidence
about these women’s lives is scant and fragmented. They worked in a
marginal occupation staged in the transitory and largely hidden world of
sideshows. Nor does mobility make them visible because it took them outside Aboriginal surveillance systems into a community where disguise for
theatrical purposes was the norm. Records of indigenous lives in Australia
generally are notoriously poor, scattered, and fragmented, and in the case
of women, this fragmentation is more severe. There similarly is a dearth of
evidence about the lives of women involved in sexual exchange. As the labor
historian Raelene Frances has noted about women working as prostitutes
in Australia, “historians find out most about sex workers when they come
into contact with the law, either as accused or victim.”18 She indeed echoes
the problems encountered for over thirty years by historians of sexuality.
Researching and writing in the 1980s, the Australian historian Judith Allen,
for example, argued that there were good reasons for the paucity of evidence
surrounding sexual practices and illegal sexual activity. For the most part,
she argued, “all parties to the secrets of sex have had compelling reasons
for silence.”19 This was very much the case in the multi-racial sexual world
of the leg show.
Encounters between audiences and performers in the sideshows are,
therefore, largely invisible moments of cultural meaning. Few records of
performers survive and even fewer of audience members’ responses. What
little is known of Aboriginal women’s performances in the leg shows, however, hints at a variety of meanings that are investigated here through the
lenses of fantasy and desire, disguise and authenticity, and modernity. In
doing so, this article contributes to the international historiography of the
modern woman’s emergence in the early twentieth century. “Modern Girl
Studies” has emerged from foundational scholarship on white, Anglophone
women in the early twentieth century to examine the emergence of Modern
Girls across the globe.20 Racial inflections of the Modern Girl have become
a key preoccupation of historians of this field, opening spaces to make a
claim for marginalized women’s complex engagement with modernity.
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The focus on “girls” and their unsettling status—“no longer children,
and their unstable and sometimes subversive relationship to social norms
relating to heterosexuality, marriage and motherhood”—echoes the use
of the term to describe performers in showies’ reminiscences, as well as
Aboriginal women’s status as colonized people.21 Investigating the meanings of performers’ work and their theatrical identities also contributes to
understandings of the complex interplay of fantasy and authenticity. Several
authors have argued that debates about black women’s appearance and
their engagement with the apparatus of glamour often hinged on highly
contested and context-specific notions of authenticity. Australian historians
have pointed particularly to both the “primitive” woman and the domestic
servant as the acceptable, “authentic” expressions of early twentieth-century
Aboriginal femininity.22 Teasing out the meanings of Aboriginal women’s
performances in shows extends the analyses developed by other scholars
of modern femininities by focusing on particular expressions of modernity
in Aboriginal women’s lives rather than on visual representation. In doing
so, the importance of cinema, plays and print culture in reinforcing colonial
constructions of sexualized femininity is not diminished. The development
and reinforcement of the hula and the harem as burlesque staples through
popular culture is also examined here as important contextualization of
performers’ acts.
As with the very nature of Aboriginal women’s performances, occurring as they did in ephemeral and transitory historical spaces, this article is
necessarily made up only of suggestions and partial revelations that form
impressions of the possible meanings of the performance. The awkwardness
of this approach mirrors the awkwardness of the subject: inter-racial sexual
intimacy, agency without power, performances against a backdrop of a wider
sexual history little recognized but universally known, and ultimately attempts to bring to light a group of women who, while on stage, nonetheless
remain out of the spotlight. In common with other historians of Aboriginal
performers, despite my attempts, the real women of the leg shows remain
shadowy figures on the historical stage; my attempts to understand their
lived experience are speculative.23 Their performances, however, are important historical moments in feminine modernity in Australia.
Sideshows toured as a group of acts, tests of skill, and, increasingly
after the Second World War, rides. They travelled thousands of kilometers
each year according to the timetable of agricultural shows throughout Victoria, New South Wales, and southern Queensland, extending over time
and with the improvement of transport into northern Queensland. Some
sideshow impresarios and their crews also toured separately, especially
in the case of boxing troupes or musical acts, converging with other show
people at certain times of the year. Amateur and professional rodeo troupes
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(often calling themselves Wild West shows) also toured throughout eastern
Australia, sometimes also travelling to the North and South Islands of New
Zealand as part of their show circuit. Shows then could be stand-alone affairs, or could be the sideshow to Agricultural Society shows. In both cases,
mobility was the defining feature of a showie’s life.24
Sideshows were also staged in tents. Such liminal spaces of performances and the physical context of those structures, as the historian of sexuality
Judith Walkowitz has argued, could facilitate the flexing as well as outright
transgression of social mores.25 In contrast to the Agricultural Society show
buildings (or the sports club buildings that were sometimes used), and even
in contrast to theatres and clubs, tents were spaces imbued with notions
of adventure, impermanence, and sexual mystery. Orientalist associations
of tents with harems were common in women’s magazines, cartoons, and
popular fiction and non-fiction of the period: indeed a group of white South
Australian women participating in a seaside health camp were referred to
in the 1920s press as a “seaside ‘harem’” because they stayed in tents on the
beach.26 Tents were vulnerable to outsiders, enhancing the fantasies of the
sexual availability of the women within the performance space. They were
also ideologically distant from houses with their “civilized” connotations
and from the role of houses in enforcing European domestic regimes on Aboriginal people as well as on white men.27 Freed from such spatially-defined
constraints, sexualized and racialized performances in leg-show tents were
dislocated spaces in which complex interactions between performers and
audiences were a mixture of fantasy and disguise, colonial remembering
and forgetting, a point to which I will return below.
Within this complexity, working in a show could give Aboriginal
women mobility which was, as Liz Conor and the historian Victoria Haskins
have argued, a feature of both colonial race relations and modernity in Australia.28 Haskins emphasizes the forced mobility of dispossessed peoples
and then those controlled by the state, but she argues that even within such
strictures, women of Aboriginal descent could have “new experiences,
relationships and opportunities.”29 On the show circuit, outside of the surveillance systems established by the state, Aboriginal women experienced
mobility that was more akin to that defined by Conor as available to nonindigenous women involving “freedom of movement, disposable income
and sexual self-determination.”30
Iris Lovett-Gardiner was a Gunditjmara woman (born in the western
district of the state of Victoria) who became a showie in the 1940s after meeting Aboriginal boxer Tiger Williams. The two travelled the show circuits
for almost ten years. Lovett-Gardiner emphasized in her autobiography the
opportunities for travel, noting that she had been all over eastern Australia
including Tasmania and South Australia. She recalled that “it was an easy
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way to see new country and move around a bit.”31 The fun times and sense
of community she experienced while a showie were also clearly motives
for pursuing this life: she commented that “as Aboriginal people we were
always meeting up with other people that were Aboriginal too.”32 LovettGardiner’s recollections contrast sharply with the letters of other western
Victorian Aboriginal people that survive in the records of the Victorian
Board of Protectors of Aborigines. A great number of these were requests
to move off, leave temporarily or return to the various reserves to which
Aboriginal people were largely confined.33 On the show circuit, women
such as Lovett-Gardiner could experience a life in which the government
“interfered” far less.34
Mobility did not necessarily mean total freedom; performers were
expected to be disciplined. Tommy and Shirley Castles ran what Tommy
claimed was the first striptease show on the circuit. Their biography reveals
that life as a travelling showgirl was highly supervised for two reasons:
Tommy wanted to keep the men of the boxing troupe away from the girls
and Shirley wanted the act to retain some credibility. In recounting that she
checked the girls’ caravans three times a night, Shirley confessed that “she
may have been considered a strict master but in that way she had good girls
and good staff… The reasoning was that if the girls were seen out up on
the town, maybe in pubs or other places, and the next day on the line-up
board they were being introduced as ‘Fifi the famous fan dancer’, the show
immediately lost credibility and became a big laugh.”35 Tight supervision
of the performers was part of the paternalism that pervaded show relationships; maintaining the integrity of the show was good for everybody but
was an unequal burden.
Little, however, is really known about the acts. Performers’ stage names
often were the only fact recorded about them. Information comes through
ephemera such as posters and advertisements, through the reminiscences of
showies themselves, as well as through the occasional oral history recording. In the local history Rodeo at Lang Lang the 1930s sideshows are listed
as including Jimmy Sharman’s and Harry Johns’ boxing troupes, the bar
tent and “Vanessa the Undresser” and “Theresa the Stripteaser.”36 In Larry
Delahunty’s shows in the 1950s, “Candy and Sally were the dancing girls.
Candy was billed as a hula dancer ‘direct from Tahiti’, although she was part
Aborigine [sic] who until then had been no further north than Townsville
[Queensland].”37 Owen Rutherford Lloyd was showing in Tasmania in the
1940s, “and on the next pitch was a stripshow… The Harem, The Dance
of the Seven Veils and a few assorted specialties kept those girls busy all
the time. There was a Chinese, a black and a blonde. Not a bad class of girl
considering, all of them decent types, working hard and not getting much
out of it.”38 Very occasional glimpses of Aboriginal women’s performances
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at shows are also gained through oral reminiscence. For example, as boys in
country New South Wales in the 1950s, the Australian musician Don Walker
and his brother used to swim the river in order to sneak into the annual
Agricultural Show. More specifically, they were attempting to sneak into the
strip-show tent. Walker recalled the “barker” (the spruiker out the front of
the tent billing the attractions as “Fifi from Tahiti” and “Gigi from French
Polynesia,”) but he remarked that “these girls looked a lot like Australian
country town Aboriginal-Irish to me.”39
Leg shows were part of what the historians Richard Broome and Alick
Jackomos refer to as shows trading on “enticement and allure”: in short,
leg shows were selling sex.40 This was particularly the case for audiences
made up of youths and for those in country areas for whom the leg show
might be a rare opportunity for titillation. The Melbourne historian John
Lack saw “Bubbles” with his mates when they were youths. “Bubbles”
(a non-indigenous woman from all reports) danced, stripped, and took a
bubble-bath in front of many audiences per day. She usually coaxed an embarrassed onlooker to come and scrub her back. Lack recalled that he and his
friends “were panting through the act. It was the first female flesh we had
seen.”41 Lovett-Gardiner referred to the sexual nature of the shows (at the
same time distancing herself from such performances) describing Margaret,
the Castles’ daughter, doing “the dance of the seven veils a hoochie-koochie
[sic].”42 The Seven Veils was a well known strip-tease. Other showies were
less coy about Aboriginal women’s sexualized performances. Betty Atkinson, from Swan Hill (on the NSW-Victorian border), worked for the Castles
in their “Kiss the Girl” show. The show promised a ten-shilling note to any
man who could, in less than a minute, “pin a young girl… [and] plant a
kiss on her rosy red lips.”43 Betty was slender and small, and importantly
“she was lithe and quick and when oiled up could evade most big men.”44
As can be seen from the names of acts, Aboriginal women were absent
in the publicity for shows and, instead, two long held and entrenched notions of the eroticized “other” were exploited in the theatre of the leg shows.
One was the docile and sexually available “South Seas” woman, and the
other was the sexually enslaved “harem girl.” The photography historian
Jane Lydon argues that photographic culture in the 1930s to the 1950s “both
revealed and obscured Indigenous Australians, demonstrating how perception is dependent upon its object assuming certain acceptable forms.”45 This
argument can be extended to performance in this period. The use of Pacific
Island identities for the girls was common, and was sometimes mixed with
some generic “jungle” props and served to represent Aboriginal women’s
sexuality in an acceptable form. Lovett-Gardiner wrote that Johnny Foster’s
show had “Island girls with snakes that used to crawl around their bodies
and they also had monkeys that were mostly for show.”46 Aboriginal sisters
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Maisie Kelly and Hazel Vale laughed uproariously while telling of the “hula
hula dance” that used to be performed at the Armidale Show:
MK: Auntie Lil… used to dance on the stage—she was pretty
good… they came here to Armidale and they were saying oh
meet these Fijians from Fiji, or Honolulu, doin [sic] the dance and
another piece, but she was a McKenzie from up on North Hill.
We knew them you see, two dark women, yeah, they said Black
Fijians from Armidale, wearing little skirts [laughing obscures
the rest of the sentence]. Oh and after the show [more laughing].
Interviewer: They passed themselves off as Hawaiians?
MK: Oh yeah…47
The particular images of the primitive and exotic that were offered at shows
were dominant, non-threatening versions of racial difference. As the historian Nancy Neno argued in her analysis of Josephine Baker’s performances
in Berlin in the 1920s, the particular commodification of difference that was
exposed through the female body in sexualized performances relied on
particular cultural contexts.48 The image of the primitive sexual woman in
southeastern Australia in the early twentieth century had to be codified in
ways that were not associated with Aboriginality. In this way colonialism
and its outcomes had to be forgotten. A different set of colonial relationships
were invoked instead to alter the epidermis if not the deep tissue of sexual
encounters in leg shows.
Embedded deeply in European Australian consciousness, the welcoming, alluring nature of “Polynesian” women played out in remarkably unchanging ways. In the Sydney Morning Herald in September 1928, a quarter
page photograph of “a comely island belle” seated on a woven mat smiled
gently out of the page, surrounded by the symbols of island life—flowers,
a conch shell, leis, and her “grass” skirt. The story commented on the effects of these “island belles”: “The charms of the women of the Polynesian
races in the Eastern Pacific have led many a wanderer to the islands to stay
there for the remainder of his life. In Samoa and elsewhere Europeans have
married native women.”49 Hula had also long been “saturated with sexualized understandings,” and was popularized within white cultures through
music, plays, and film in the early twentieth century.50 Hawaiian Clubs,
established in Adelaide and Sydney with branches throughout the states
by the late 1930s, tended to focus on “Hawaiian” music, but a double-page
spread in the 1939 Argus (Melbourne) instructing women on the finer points
of the “South Seas love dance” demonstrated its fashionable status.51 Hula
and Hawaiian music were also popular in local entertainments, dances, and
concerts. Aboriginal woman Ruby Langford Ginibi wrote of concerts held
in the old picture theatre in her youth. Ruby and her sister Gwennie “used
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to sing ‘To you my sweetheart, aloha, from the bottom of my heart’, with
these big hula grass skirts on to dance in.”52 The historians Sean Brawley
and Chris Dixon have also demonstrated the enormous influence exerted
on the movie-going public by Hollywood’s generic South Seas woman,
embodied by the American film star Dorothy Lamour in the years leading
up to World War Two.53
The second staple of leg shows was the Dance of the Seven Veils. The
dance, with its links to the figure of Salome, Oscar Wilde’s play by the same
name and, by 1950, the Rita Hayworth film, was widely known and unmistakably a striptease. In 1940, there were objections raised in Melbourne to its
performance by an English burlesque company. The impresario declared it a
“fuss about nothing,” asserting that ballet audiences regularly saw women
dressed more scantily than his girls. Dancer Miss Jenny Howard declared
the seven veils a “beautiful dance” in which the dropping of the seventh veil
was synchronized with a complete blackout in the theatre.54 Even in more
respectable theatre, “the harem” signaled a heavily sexualized theme. When
“The Lady of the Harem” was staged in Wellington, New Zealand, in 1927,
it was “recommended entirely for adult audiences.” The adult audience was
invited to “take a peep into the forbidden precincts of the Harem… Take a
lesson in love from ‘The Lady of the Harem’.” Audiences were assured the
play was “set amid the glitter of Oriental splendour, a throbbing romance
of the East.”55 There were literally thousands of newspaper stories about
harems in Australian newspapers between 1920 and 1950, and even while
articles usually proclaimed “the end of the harem” as “Eastern” countries
modernized, they continued to assert the exoticism and sensuality of harem women. In a 1937 issue of a provincial NSW newspaper, the women’s
page contained a large photo of a veiled and bejeweled young woman
swirling in dance. The caption read: “A harem girl dances exotically for
her master,” reinforcing the bonded nature of the woman (or the fantasy)
in the picture.56 Images of the desert and barely clad women incarcerated
in seraglio also adorned every day consumer objects and advertising such
as chocolate boxes.57
These two sexually exotic portrayals of non-European femininity stand
in stark contrast to the key ways Aboriginal femininity was visible in this
period according to Conor: not simply as primitive but as coarse in contrast
to refinement, as naked, hunched, or indoors in contrast to the groomed
woman in public, the “Mannequin.”58 Where Aboriginal women did appear
as “ornamental,” it was through the ethnographic view displayed largely for
tourists, within which nakedness was cast as anthropologically interesting
and not sexually exciting. Conor argues, however, that even while visual
representations of Aboriginal women ridiculed their adoption of modern
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femininities, the persistent image was of them “desiring, like white women,
to appear.”59
The audiences to whom Aboriginal women appeared in shows are
shadowy but some broad characteristics can be deduced. The photographic
record of the main show arena, the demography of rural southeastern
Australia, and evidence from showies’ reminiscences and biographies
indicate that show audiences were predominantly white.60 Oral histories
and reminiscences of indigenous people, however, especially boxers and
horsemen, demonstrate that there were Aboriginal spectators at some displays.61 Indeed the boxer Billy Primmer described the families of black and
white boxers sharing “a pie at the pie cart outside venues” in the 1950s.62
Don Walker’s remarks also show that “sneaking in” was a possibility for
those not supposed to be there. The audiences in the leg shows were probably multi-racial but European dominated, and probably included youths.
Theatre historians demonstrate that audiences for burlesque shows in
America changed in the early twentieth century. The historian Peter Buckley has described American burlesque audiences in the 1870s as “simple
and almost homely people… comfortable, middle-aged women from the
suburbs and their daughters.”63 By the 1920s, the strip tease had become
the mainstay of burlesque shows and it was also during this decade that
“strip tease was relegated to male-only audiences.”64 The historian Andrea
Friedman similarly argues that by the 1930s in New York City, “legitimate
theater drew a middle-class and mixed gender (therefore respectable) audience… Burlesque, in contrast, catered predominantly to working-class
men.”65 That leg shows in Australian travelling shows were usually located
near the boxing tent and the bar tent demonstrate that by the inter-war
period at the latest, leg shows were for a male audience only. The showie
Gail Magdziarz told Richard Broome that while most of the audience was
probably married to “better-looking wives,” the strip shows were “like a
pressure cooker, it let off a bit of steam, and they could survive on that.”
Similarly Bernice Kopple, a blue-eyed, blonde Scot nevertheless known
as the “Eastern Snake Girl,” stated that the “spectacle of an attractive girl
dancing with, to most people, repulsive reptiles is something men find hard
to resist… Some fellows come to see a show, and stay for hours.”66
When Aboriginal women performing as “hula” or “harem” girls appeared, however, they were not simply the subjects of desire and fantasy:
they had desires of their own. “Girls” were paid a steady wage in an age
when most Aboriginal workers had large proportions—up to ninety percent
in some cases—of their meager wages paid directly to the states’ Aborigines
Boards, supposedly to be held in trust.67 These wages were either doled out
piecemeal by the authorities or disappeared altogether. Sideshow perform-
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ers, however, were out of reach of the various authorities and, from the
evidence available about other sideshow performers, were paid the same
rates regardless of race.68 Living expenses were taken care of in the show
“family” but there is some evidence that women had to pay for the materials
to make their own costumes. Lovett-Gardiner wrote that she and the girls
with whom she worked made their own costumes: “bras and tights with
spangles and the same coloured skirt—they were a pretty blue,” noting,
too, that they had to buy the spangles themselves, presumably out of their
wages.69 In a world where her cousins were probably apprenticed or in
domestic service with their wages held in trust by the Board, were possibly
wearing employers’ cast-off clothing or saving their meager allowances to
buy essential and rudimentary clothes, buying spangles out of her own
wages can be seen as a strong statement of autonomy.70
The glamour of performing, such that it was, and the alternative it presented to more prosaic occupations may have also been an added attraction
for leg-show performers. Aboriginal girls could be coerced by the government into domestic service from the ages of fourteen years to twenty-one
years; after the age of twenty-one, some had a range of opportunities open
to them including hotel work and employment as barmaids.71 Performance
as an alternative to limited occupational choices was certainly the case for
the women in the Hawaiian historian Adria Imada’s study of hula circuits
in America. She argues that at home, “Hawaiian women could plot their
futures as cannery workers, waitresses or domestics—or, if college educated,
perhaps as school teachers or secretaries.” The hula circuit “presented a
dream ticket out of Hawai’i, promising fame, glamour, and middle-class
status difficult for them to achieve in the plantation and service industries.”
72
Aboriginal women were not aiming for middle-class status, but for transitory relief from their position at the bottom of the social and economic pile
where alternatives to domestic service were often only available to urban
girls who took up factory work.73 It was a fantasy not only entered into in
the fringe world of the sideshow. Margaret Tucker, who in later life became a
well-known Aboriginal rights activist, had a reputation, as a young woman
in the late 1920s, for her fine singing voice. Margaret’s performances were
based, as many were at the time, on African-American popular music and
included Way down upon the Swanee River, Old Black Joe, and Carry me back to
Old Virginny. A further hint of her repertoire lies in her comment that Mrs.
Smith helped her to “make hula skirts for our concerts.”74 She was “much
sought after for concerts and entertainments” and while in domestic service
performed at the parties of some of Melbourne’s elite families. This was a
double-edged sword for Margaret. On the one hand, it was “wonderful fun
for a young Aboriginal woman who from childhood had seen her people
suffer hurts and indignities and had been too miserable to speak up against
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them.” But on the other, she knew “I was just an Aboriginal maid, getting
to love parties and all that kind of life stood for.”75
Aboriginal women’s performances then were a mixture of desires.
The women themselves worked and lived amidst friends and sometimes
relations. They traveled, earned wages, and were on the stage. Their performances were also, perhaps, a fantasy of forgetting, where colonial history
and current circumstances were erased. The popular tropes of exoticism
hid their aboriginality.
There were compelling cultural and historical reasons for the disguise
of Aboriginal women’s racial and sexual identity in the leg-show tent. Histories of frontier Australia, Aboriginal domestic service and mission life, as
well as the narratives of women of the “Stolen Generations” are thick with
sexual violence against indigenous women at the hands of white men.76
The “half-caste menace,” with its literal embodiment of sexual connection
between white men and Aboriginal women, had also preoccupied every
group concerned with racial fitness from the 1890s onwards. So vicious were
portrayals of Aboriginal women’s sexuality in popular culture that only a
cultural millstone of shame and self-loathing on the part of whites could
explain them. The historian of colonial Australia Raymond Evans has argued
that “on all Australian colonial frontiers… Aboriginal women were progressively reduced to a position of extreme dehumanisation in white eyes.” He
concludes that “frontier interracial sexual relations thus occurred largely
within a context of unfreedom, exploitation and terror.”77 Every message in
popular culture about Aboriginal women resounded with the impossibility
of their sexual desirability: cartoons in masculinist magazines depicted them
as gauche or dirty; mission literature and ethnographic material emphasized
their child-like qualities. Even where interracial marriage was possible, the
cultural commentator Fiona Probyn-Rapsey argues, the “racial politics of
twentieth-century Australia, including the attempted biological assimilation
of Aboriginal people, the confusion of Aboriginality with skin colour, the
abuse of Aboriginal women and the fear of ‘race mixing’ haunt the figure
of the white man with the Aboriginal family.”78 It was easier, consequently,
to advertise a fantasy of South Seas dusky maidens than to confront the
extent to which Aboriginal women and white men had a sexual history and
what that history represented for white settler Australians—at best, violent
conquest rather than peaceful settlement.79
Disguise also played an important role in the lives of indigenous people
as they used it to evade the authorities. As legislation became more punitive at the turn of the twentieth century, Aboriginal life became increasingly
controlled by white governments. Under the guise of protection, employment, movement, and wages all came under government control as well as
the more “private” aspects of Aboriginal life such as dress, marriage, and,
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most notoriously, child-rearing. Many Aboriginal people took the option
of disguising their aboriginality if it was possible. In the Aboriginal artist
Sally Morgan’s autobiography, My Place, she tells of a childhood encased
in deception and disguise. Her grandmother, Daisy, insisted on raising the
family as “Indian.”80 Another example closer to the home of our leg-show
performers was that of the 1920s horseman and impresario Bob West, father
of some of the best equestrian performers of the 1940s. The circus historian
Mark St Leon writes that “West appeared to ‘resent’ his aboriginality and
concealed his true ethnicity from his children [until just before his death],
telling them they had ‘Spanish blood’.”81 Disguise was common in early
twentieth-century Aboriginal life for a variety of reasons usually related
to avoiding the unwelcome attention of authorities and making life easier
for children.
Disguise in the leg-show tent operated differently and, arguably, was
part of another tradition of “showing” indigeneity. In the tent, however,
authenticity was not a primary objective; the exotic identities on show were
all false and only in the thinnest ways purported otherwise. For all their
confusion, “native” or “eastern” identities were designed to add glamorous
primitivism to the act: if they did not, impresarios would not have bothered
with them. The deception, and the audience’s willingness to be deceived,
was at the heart of such “ethnographic burlesque.”82 The theatrical identities women took on were no less authentic than roles played by Indigenous
people in exhibitions, for example, where tropes of primitivism and “wildness” were dominant and “authenticity” often lacking. The historians Joanne
Scott and Ross Laurie, in their examination of the Aboriginal presence at
the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Brisbane Exhibitions, found
that the Aboriginal presence shifted much more towards performances
of assimilation during the 1910s. For example the “true native gunyah…
[comprising] a full-blooded warrior in native costume (respectable) and his
gin and piccaninny” at the 1912 Exhibition was replaced by the presence
of a young woman in a domestic service uniform at the Aboriginal court
of the Brisbane Exhibition in 1914.83
Aboriginal women’s participation in travelling shows has ramifications
for how we tell the stories of Aboriginal life in the first half of the twentieth
century and extends our ideas on how Aboriginal women wanted to be
seen even if that appearance was constrained by gendered and colonial
discourses. It also challenges us to think beyond visual culture as a primary
way of being seen in modernity, especially given the difficulties around the
circumstances of production of many images of Aboriginal people.84 I have
argued elsewhere that Aboriginal men regularly displayed their physical
skills at shows in athletic and rough-riding competitions. Though few
photographs survive of these events, audiences watched and Aboriginal
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men’s bodies were seen in self-defined ways in an era when physical fitness and bodily display were one way in which citizens participated in the
modern nation.85 But performances were public, in an open-air arena, and
it is the indoor spaces that are difficult to see. As a result the literature that
explores relationships between, and the shared spaces of, Aboriginal and
non-indigenous women in Australia has focused on a relatively narrow set of
relationships: mission stations and relationships involving domestic service
are strongly represented, and humanitarian work is also well explored.86
These discussions also tend to be confined to the colonial era or to frontier
spaces. In southeastern Australia, where the “frontier” was considered to
have disappeared by the 1890s, dominant historical narratives of indigenous
and non-indigenous women diverge quite markedly for the first half of
the twentieth century. Where urban white women were making the most
of expanding employment and educational opportunities, and rural white
women were joining tennis clubs and identifying themselves as robust and
healthy Outdoor Girls, urban Aboriginal women have been largely invisible. Rural Aboriginal women have been almost exclusively represented
as victims of increasingly punitive legislation, continuing horrific sexual
exploitation, and child-removal policies.87 Aboriginal history for this period
has been structured by the legislation that affected them, legislation that
regulated marriage, movement, employment, and child-rearing. For nonAboriginal women, the narrative of modernity has dominated their story.
Histories of white women in this period focus on the fertility transition,
expanding employment opportunities, mobility, romance, and glamour.88
Even in rural areas, while the technologies of modernity were slow to arrive,
the language, self-definition, and aspirations offered by urban modernity
infiltrated young white women’s lives.89
In addition, scholars of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century leisure,
recreation, and agricultural shows have focused largely on non-indigenous
rural communities and spectators.90 The arguments made are that communal
leisure pursuits strengthened reciprocal ties between neighbors and were
integral to community-building, and that from the early twentieth century
they represented an expression of modernity in rural life. 91 Aboriginal
participation in these activities, however, has only been tangential to these
studies, thereby effectively excluding Aboriginal sport and leisure from
notions of community-building and from modernity more generally.92
Modernity remains something of which indigenous people were objects
through legislation, not subjects through agency and self-determination.
Yet the small amount of evidence of Aboriginal women in travelling
shows adds to other evidence of Aboriginal women’s participation in this
process of making themselves modern. The anthropologists Judy Inglis and
Diane Barwick, in their studies in the 1960s, both provided ample evidence
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of Aboriginal communities pursuing leisure activities and communitybuilding in ways almost identical to those in the non-indigenous community.93 Ann Nakano-Jackson detailed a thriving youth culture including
dresses, dances, and cars in her study of indigenous families in the Canberra
region, and the few studies of popular music in Aboriginal communities
paint similar images of the importance of the cinema, wireless, dances and
music in inter-war Aboriginal life.94 Aboriginal women’s performances on
the stage with their associated costumes, make-up, and wages must surely
be seen as part of a modern indigenous narrative.
Very often, as women’s historians, fragments of evidence seem too
insubstantial to bear the weight of a full scholarly article. Snippets of interesting material, shards that might illuminate aspects of women’s lives suffer from the process of writing about them, and in the end we are tempted
to discard them in favor of more acceptable, chunkier lumps of evidence
that enable us to make more substantial claims about the past. The lack
of evidence that remains about leg shows on the travelling-show circuit,
their specific format and their performers and audiences is to be expected
given their transitory nature and their intention as an ephemeral space of
fantasy. That little evidence survives, however, does not mean they did
not take place. Exploring what is extant in the contexts of mobility, work,
the use of disguise, bodies on display, and modernity allows an expanded
understanding of the lives of Aboriginal women in the first half of the
twentieth century.
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